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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present application relates in general to the
field of external fixation, and more specifically, to tools
used for the adjustment of external fixator connection
strut or other connection rods.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Without limiting the scope of the disclosure, its
background is described in connection with external fix-
ation devices and specifically tools used for the adjust-
ment of external fixator struts or other connection rods.
[0003] Generally, external fixation devices are com-
monly used in a variety of surgical procedures including
limb lengthening and deformity correction. The process
involves a rigid framework comprising several rings that
are placed externally around the limb and attached to
bone segments using wires and half pins inserted into
the bone segments and connected to the related sections
of the external rigid framework. The opposite rings of the
rigid framework are interconnected by either threaded or
telescopic rods directly or in conjunction with uni-planar
or multi-planar hinges, which allow the surgeon to adjust
position of the rings relative to each other longitudinally,
rotationally, horizontally or angularly over a period of
time.
[0004] For example, in limb lengthening, the bone is
surgically divided into two segments and wires and half
pins are inserted into bone segments above and below
the surgical bone cut and attached to rings of a rigid
framework interconnected by struts or threaded and tel-
escopic connection rods. The rigid framework is used to
gradually push the two bone segments apart longitudi-
nally over a period of time (e.g., one millimeter a day).
This allows the bone to gradually form in the gap between
bone segments created by this distraction technique.
Once the desired amount of lengthening is achieved
(e.g., 5-6 cm), the external apparatus is stabilized into a
fixed position and left on the bone segments until com-
plete mineralization of the newly formed bone (e.g., 3-6
months, depending on the nature of pathology and
amount of lengthening).
[0005] Similarly, in deformity correction, the bone is
surgically divided into two segments (usually at the apex
of the deformity) and wires and half pins are inserted into
bone segments above and below the surgical bone cut
and attached to rings of a rigid framework. Opposite rings
of the rigid framework are connected together by thread-
ed rods with attached uni-planar or multi-planar hinges
that are used to gradually push the two bone segments
apart angularly over a period of time.
[0006] One common fixation device is a circular metal
structure known as the Ilizarov Apparatus. The Ilizarov
apparatus, when used for limb lengthening or deformity
correction, consists of several rings or arches that are

placed externally around the limb and attached to surgi-
cally separated bone segments using wires and half pins.
For limb lengthening, the opposite rings are interconnect-
ed directly by three or four threaded or telescopic rods
that are regularly adjusted in length and allowed for grad-
ual separation of bone segments longitudinally. For an-
gular deformity correction, the opposite rings of the Ili-
zarov apparatus are connected by a pair of hinges that
provide an axis of rotation for bone segments and one
angular distractor that gradually pushes two rings and
associated bone segments apart.
[0007] Another common external fixation device is the
Taylor Spatial Frame, which is a hexapod type of the
external fixation device based on a Stewart platform but
shares many components and features of the Ilizarov
apparatus. The Taylor Spatial Frame consists of two ex-
ternal fixation rings attached to bone segments by wires
and half pins and connected together by 6 telescopic
struts with multi-planar hinges located at both ends of
the strut. Each strut may be lengthened or shortened as
necessary to either pull two interconnected ring seg-
ments towards each other or push them apart. Adjust-
ment of strut length allows manipulating with bone seg-
ments acutely or gradually in 6 axes (e.g., lengthen-
ing/shortening external/internal rotation, anterior/poste-
rior horizontal translation, medial/lateral horizontal trans-
lation, anterior/posterior angular translation, and medi-
al/lateral angular translation) to perform limb lengthening
and correct angular, translational and rotational deform-
ities simultaneously.
[0008] An amount of an external fixator strut or con-
nection rod length adjustment depends on the amount
of bone segment separation to produce a reliable dis-
traction regenerate. Generally, for limb lengthening and
deformity correction the optimal daily amount of bone
segment separation was determined as 1 mm divided
into at least 4 increments per day. Therefore in cases
with limb lengthening using 3-4 parallel threaded or tel-
escopic rods or deformity correction using one threaded
or telescopic rod (e.g., Ilizarov apparatus), the length of
each rod is adjusted 1/4 of a millimeter four times a day
producing a total length increase of 1 mm per day. It has
also been suggested that smaller movements using a
high frequency rate of distraction (e.g., a rate of distrac-
tion of from 1/60 to 1/1440 of a millimeter 60 to 1440
times a day) prevents soft tissue damage and produces
even better results.
[0009] In cases with limb lengthening and deformity
correction using six struts (e.g., Taylor Spatial Frame),
the amount of daily strut length adjustment is calculated
by special software. Once the apparatus is attached to
the bone segments, numerous parameters such as rings
diameter, initial strut length, strut location and so forth
are entered into the software to characterize one ring
position relative to another ring and position of bone seg-
ments relative to each other and to the rings. After cal-
culation of the total amount of each strut length adjust-
ment, the software provides a tabled instruction ("pre-
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scription") on the amount of each strut length adjustment
that should be achieved per each increment including
strut number, the exact amount of adjustment necessary
and the time to make the adjustment. In most of the cases
with deformity correction, the struts are adjusted in dif-
ferent directions (shortening/lengthening) and in the dif-
ferent amounts.
[0010] External fixator strut (or other connection
threaded or telescopic rod) length adjustments are usu-
ally made by the patient (parents) either by turning the
adjustment knob of the struts or telescopic rods manually
or by turning the nuts of the threaded rods with a regular
(e.g., open end) wrench. This way of strut length adjust-
ment is time consuming (e.g., due to loosening and
retightening of the threaded rod nuts before and after
each adjustment), does not provide precise length ad-
justment (e.g., due to difficulty to monitor small amounts
of adjustments) and creates overall frame instability dur-
ing adjustments (e.g., due to dimensional clearance be-
tween connection elements). Furthermore, the prescrip-
tion for length adjustments can be complicated, and hu-
man errors are prone to occur during the course of a
complicated prescription. Additionally, existing adjust-
ment processes do not include any feedback to the doc-
tors or patient to confirm the desired adjustments have
been properly and accurately made.
[0011] US patent application US 2007/0085496 de-
scribes a powered surgical tool with a housing that con-
tains a power generating unit such as a motor. A control
module is disposed in a shell that is mounted in the hous-
ing. The control module contains a control circuit for reg-
ulating the actuation of the power generating unit. The
power generating unit emits a signal representative of
the operating state of the unit that is transmitted through
the structural material forming the shell. Also internal to
the control module shell is a sensor that monitors the
signal emitted by the power generating unit. This signal
output by the sensor is applied to the control circuit. The
control circuit, based on the sensor signal regulates ac-
tuation of the power generating unit. Wherein the power
generating unit is a motor, the signal emitted is the mag-
netic field that varies with rotor position. The sensor mon-
itors the strength of this field.
[0012] US patent application US 2006/0207118 de-
scribes a depth gauge for measuring the depth of a hole
in a bone is disclosed having a digital readout for provid-
ing the measurement to a surgeon. The depth gauge has
a probe with a tip inserted into and positioned proximate
to the depth the hole, and has a reference member ad-
justably positioned relative the probe and against the
bone proximate the hole. A measuring device is provided
with the depth gauge for measuring the relative distance
between the tip and the reference member, and the
measuring device has a large, digital display for providing
the relative distance.
[0013] US patent application US 2002/0010465 de-
scribes a frame fixator and operation system thereof, the
fixator comprising an upper end ring and a lower end

ring, and a plurality of length adjustment means coupled
at both ends thereof to the upper end ring and the lower
end ring, wherein the length adjustment means include
an actuator, a moving member movable by the actuator
and a digital indicator for indicating a length of the length
adjustment means changeable to the movement of the
moving member, the fixator and operation system for en-
abling to automatically adjust a distraction rate and dis-
traction frequency of fracture during bone deformity cor-
rection and lengthening and to easily adjust the length
by digitally indicating changed value of length according
to manual or automatic manipulation.

SUMMARY

[0014] As a consequence of the foregoing, a long-
standing need exists among users for an apparatus that
more precisely controls the incremental adjustment in
length of the external fixator struts or other connection
rods.
The invention is set out according to claim 1 of the ap-
pended claims whereas embodiments of the invention
are set out according to the appended claims hereto.
[0015] The present application describes a program-
mable tool for incrementally adjusting the length of the
external fixator strut or other connection rod of an external
fixation device. The tool has a housing, a strut identifier,
a microcontroller with an internal memory, a control
board, a power source, a motor, a gear box and a rotating
shaft and is adapted to engage the adjustment mecha-
nism of the external fixator strut and rotate the adjustment
mechanism the preprogrammed direction and amount of
turns to adjust the position of the threaded elongated
member relative to the adjustment mechanism of the ex-
ternal fixator strut and thereby automatically adjust the
overall end-to-end length of the external fixator strut the
prescribed amount.
[0016] The present application describes a program-
mable tool for adjusting an external fixation strut. The
programmable tool includes a power supply disposed in
the housing, a data port disposed at least partially within
the housing, and a signal-sensor disposed at least par-
tially within the housing for receiving a signal from an
external source. A motor is disposed within the housing
and a gear box positioned between an output shaft and
the motor with a strut fitting is adapted to fit an external
fixation strut in operable communication with the output
shaft motor for adjusting the external fixation strut. A con-
troller is in electrical communication with the data port,
the signal-sensor, the power supply and the motor. Also
described is a memory unit in electrical communication
with the controller to store one or more strut adjustment
parameters, a display in electrical communication with
the controller and a control panel in electrical communi-
cation with the controller to control one or more opera-
tions of the programmable tool.
[0017] The present application also describes a pro-
grammable tool for adjusting an external fixation strut
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having a data port disposed at least partially within the
housing, a signal-sensor disposed at least partially within
the housing for receiving a signal from an external source,
a power supply, a motor disposed within the housing, an
output shaft comprising a strut fitting in operable com-
munication with the motor, wherein the strut fitting is
adapted to fit an external fixation strut and a controller in
electrical communication with the data port, the signal-
sensor, the power supply and the motor.
[0018] Described in the present disclosure is a method,
not forming part of the invention, which includes adjusting
the orientation of a first external support member relative
to a second external support member, in which a plurality
of adjustable struts connect the first and second external
support members. The plurality of struts include a first
adjustable strut having an initial length, and the method
includes providing a programmable tool, the programma-
ble tool comprising a controller in electrical communica-
tion with a memory unit and an actuator. The actuator is
operable to engage the plurality of adjustable struts and
adjust the length of the plurality of adjustable struts. The
method further includes storing, in the memory unit, in-
structions for adjusting the length of each of the plurality
of adjustable struts to a desired length. The method fur-
ther includes receiving identification information corre-
sponding to the first adjustable strut, and retrieving, from
the memory unit, the instructions for adjusting the length
of the first adjustable strut based on the identification
information corresponding to the first adjustable strut. Fi-
nally, the disclosed method includes activating the actu-
ator to adjust the length of the first adjustable strut ac-
cording to the retrieved instructions.
[0019] In an example not forming part of the invention,
the programmable tool may further include a measuring
device for measuring the length of the plurality of adjust-
able struts, and determining the length of the first adjust-
able strut prior to and after adjusting the length of the first
adjustable strut; and confirming that the first strut has the
desired length. In an exemplary, the measuring device
is a digital rule.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] For a more complete understanding of the fea-
tures and advantages of the present disclosure, refer-
ence is now made to the detailed description of the dis-
closure along with the accompanying figures and in
which:

FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of one embodiment
of a programmable tool for external fixator strut
length adjustment.

FIGURE 2 is a cross sectional view of one embodi-
ment of a programmable tool for external fixator strut
length adjustment.

FIGURE 3 is a perspective view of one embodiment

of a programmable tool for external fixator strut
length adjustment.

FIGURE 4 is a perspective view of one embodiment
of a strut number identifier of a programmable tool
for external fixator strut length adjustment.

FIGURE 5 is a perspective view of one embodiment
of a strut number identifier of a programmable tool
for external fixator strut length adjustment.

FIGURE 6 is a perspective view of one embodiment
of a strut number identifier of a programmable tool
for external fixator strut length adjustment.

FIGURE 7 is a perspective view of one embodiment
of a strut rotation encoder of a programmable tool
for external fixator strut length adjustment.

FIGURE 8 is a perspective view of one embodiment
of a digital ruler (A) of a programmable tool for ex-
ternal fixator strut length adjustment and a method
of strut length measurement using a digital ruler (B).

FIGURE 9 is a schematic block diagram of a method
of adjusting an external fixation strut.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0021] The specific embodiments discussed herein are
merely illustrative of specific ways to make and use the
disclosure and do not delimit the scope of the disclosure.
[0022] FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of one embod-
iment of a programmable tool for external fixator strut
length adjustment. The programmable tool 10 includes
a housing 12 having a front 14 and a back (not shown).
The shape of the housing 12 may be in any shape and
size convenient for use. For example, the housing 12
may be cylindrical in shape, square in shape, ergonomic
in shape etc. and may be of a size convenient for use by
children or adults. In addition, the housing may be ergo-
nomically shaped or shaped and sized for use by the
elderly, handicapped or disabled.
[0023] The housing may have a variety of connections
ports, connectors, displays and controls. For example in
one embodiment the housing 12 has a power connection
16a and 16b to provide a source of external power to
recharge the batteries (not shown) used to provide power
to the programmable tool 10. The power connection 16a
and 16b may be positioned to fit into a docking station
(not shown) when not in use. Although the power con-
nection 16a and 16b are shown located on the sides of
the housing 12, the skilled artisan will recognize that the
power connection 16a and 16b may be located on the
same side bottom or numerous combinations thereof
without affecting the function of the programmable tool
10. Alternatively, the power connection 16a and 16b may
be in the form of a female connection (not shown) or a
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male connection (not shown) to allow the power source
to be plugged into the housing. Still other embodiments
may include battery packs that may be positioned in the
housing 12 so that they may be easily removed, re-
charged and replaced. Alternatively, the batteries may
be disposable and replaced as necessary. The program-
mable tool 10 may also have an internal battery and/or
memory storage device to retain information in memory
in case of a loss in power. Generally, the power source
can be a battery, a solar panel, a layer of piezoelectric
film or any type of energy harvesting technology. The
power source can also be a combination of a battery
along with one of the voltage generators connected to a
power controller to manage power consumption and stor-
age in the battery.
[0024] The housing 12 also has one or more data ports
18 that allow communication between the programmable
tool 10 and an external source, e.g., computer, etc. The
one or more communication or data ports 18 are con-
nected to the internal circuitry (not shown) of the pro-
grammable tool 10. Generally, the one or more data ports
18 are in communication with the controller. The present
application comprises a microcontroller, processor, mi-
croprocessor or analog circuit or logic circuit, an external
sensor, a sensor reader, a transmitter, a receiver, output
interface, a battery, a motor, a gearbox, a data storage,
a memory, a communication device/port, a data port, or
other components. In addition, the microprocessor de-
termines whether one or more operational parameters
are within one or more guidelines, the specific strut, the
specific length of the strut, the specific location of the
strut and determines the output necessary given the spe-
cific treatment regiment. The processor or analog circuit
can receive instructions and/or relay information to and
from medical service providers via the communications
port. The processor or analog circuit can direct output to
the motor and/or the display as necessary.
[0025] The one or more data ports 18 may be in the
form of a USB port, mini port, micro port RS232 port,
telephone connection port, Ethernet port, CAT 5 connec-
tion port, or other port known to the skilled artisan to allow
transfer of information and data in a uni-, bi- or multi-
directional manner. Although, the one or more data ports
18 are shown in the form of a physical connection, the
skilled artisan will immediately recognize that other forms
of communication are acceptable. For example, the one
or more data ports 18 may be in the form of an internal
modem, cellular modem, Wi-Fi module, Bluetooth mod-
ule, IR module, RF module, RFID module and other meth-
ods known to the skilled artisan to allow transfer of infor-
mation and data in a uni-, bi-or multi-directional manner.
[0026] The housing 12 includes a display 20 which may
display various types of information. For example, the
display 20 may be in the form of a visual display (e.g.,
LCD, LEDs, Arrays of LEDs, or other visual display known
to those skilled in the art), a speaker, a multi-tone gen-
erator, a communications interface or a combination
thereof. The visual display can be a set of light emitting

diodes that provide a feedback to the user, a status of
the strut, other relevant information or a combination
thereof.
[0027] The housing 12 also includes a control board
22 that has various controls to allow the user to operate
various functions of the device. For example, the control
board 22 may include selectors for the specific struts,
buttons to set the time, date, etc. and other selectors that
allow programming or operation of various functions in
conjunction with the display 20. The control board 22 may
also include an on/off switch 24 that may be used to op-
erate the programmable tool 10.
[0028] A strut sensor 26 is incorporated into the hous-
ing 12 to allow the automatic recognition of the specific
strut to be adjusted. In some embodiments, each strut
includes a device for providing a signal that embodies an
unique identification code. The strut sensor either wire-
lessly or electrically communicates with the signal emit-
ting device to receive the unique identification code. The
unique identification code allows the programmable tool
10 to recognize and identify the strut, and may be in var-
ious forms described in the present disclosure or known
in the art. For example, the strut sensor 26 may be an
RFID sensor that receives a unique radiofrequency iden-
tification code from the strut to identify the strut on the
external fixation device. In some embodiments where
multiple external fixation devices are used (either on a
single individual or multiple individuals), the strut sensor
26 may identify the individual and each specific strut on
the external fixation device. As such, the use of an unique
identification code allows the use of a single program-
mable tool 10 with numerous individuals and/or numer-
ous external fixation devices.
[0029] The housing 12 has a rotating shaft 28 that ex-
tends from the housing 12 and terminates in a strut fitting
30 that allows the connection of the programmable tool
10 to the external fixation strut. The rotating shaft 28 may
be enclosed in a separate covering leaving only the strut
fitting 30 exposed and accessible, while protecting the
actual rotating shaft 28.
[0030] FIGURE 2 is a cross sectional view of one em-
bodiment of a programmable tool for external fixator strut
length adjustment. The housing 12 may be sized to fit a
variety of individual modules. For example, the housing
may include a data port 18 accessible from the exterior
of the programmable tool 10 and in communication with
a data module 32. In some embodiments, the data mod-
ule 32 stores instructions for adjusting the struts. For ex-
ample, a prescription table may be received and stored
in the data module 32 for later retrieval. The data module
32 is in communication with a microcontroller 34 that in-
cludes numerous functions and components. The micro-
controller module 34 includes an input/output (not shown)
connection internal memory (not shown) or a connection
to external memory (not shown), a CPU, a memory/data
storage unit (not shown) and so forth. The data storage
can be used to store the one or more parameters, the
feedback, a status, diagnostic information or a combina-
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tion thereof. The data storage can be a REID tag, a mag-
netic strip, a memory or a combination thereof. A power
source 36 is contained within the housing 12 to provide
an internal source of power to drive the internal compo-
nents and various modules. The power source 36 may
be an internal battery, replaceable battery, rechargeable
battery, generator, chemical cell or other source known
to the skilled artisan. Alternatively, the power source 36
may be directly connected to an external power source
e.g., 12v source, electrical outlet, USB port, computer
battery or other source of electrical power.
[0031] A motor module 38 is also contained within the
housing 12 and in communication with the various mod-
ules. The motor 38 includes an output shaft 40 for trans-
ferring the energy to one or more sets of gears (not
shown) located in gear box 42. The gear box 42 also
includes an output shaft that is ultimately used to drive
the rotating shaft 28 and strut fitting 30. A rotational shaft,
encoder 46 and a strut identifier module 48 may be lo-
cated between the motor module 38 and the strut fitting
30. The rotational shaft encoder 46 collects data relating
to the rotation of the rotating shaft 28 or various output
shafts (not shown). In addition, the programmable tool
may include an integral torque sensor and limiter which
measures the amount of torque and limits the torque that
can be transmitted by the motor module 38 to the rotating
shaft 28 in known fashion, e.g. by switching off the motor
module 38 in the case of an electric motor module 38 or
in a similar manner. Alternatively the gear box 42 or the
motor module 38 may include a clutch mechanism to limit
the torque supplied to the rotating shaft 28.
[0032] FIGURE 3 is a perspective view of one embod-
iment of a programmable tool for external fixator strut
length adjustment. In operation, the programmable tool
10 is used to adjust an external fixation device 50. The
external fixation device 50 includes numerous struts 52
separating a first 54 and a second 56 fixation rings. For
simplicity, a portion of the external fixation device 50 in-
cluding a portion of the first 54 and second 56 fixation
rings separated by a single strut 52 is shown. The strut
52 includes a strut adjustment mechanism 58 adapted
to fit the strut fitting 30 of the programmable tool 10. The
programmable tool 10 includes a housing 12 having a
front 14 and a back (not shown). The shape of the housing
12 may be in any shape and size convenient for use. The
housing 12 also has one or more data ports 18 that allow
communication from the programmable tool 10 and an
external source, e.g., computer, etc. The one or more
data ports 18 are connected to the internal circuitry (not
shown) of the programmable tool 10. For example, in one
embodiment the housing 12 has a power connection 16a
and 16b to provide a source of external power to recharge
the batteries (not shown) used to operate the program-
mable tool 10. The housing 12 also includes a control
board 22 that has various controls to allow the user to
operate various functions of the device. For example, the
control board 22 may include selectors for the specific
struts, buttons to set the time, date, etc. and other selec-

tors that allow programming or operation of various func-
tions in conjunction with the display 20.
[0033] In operation, the strut adjustment mechanism
58 of the strut 52 is adapted to fit the strut fitting 30 of
the programmable tool 10. The strut sensor 26 identifies
each individual specific strut 52 on the external fixation
device and the programmable tool 10 then adjusts that
strut 52 to the specific length prescribed by the treatment
protocol. The procedure is repeated for each strut 52 of
the external fixation device 50. In some embodiments,
after making the length adjustments, the programmable
tool 10 updates the adjustment instructions stored in a
memory unit in the microcontroller 34 (shown in FIGURE
2) with relevant information, such as the length of the
strut after an adjustment, the amount of adjustment, or
the number of times adjustments have been made.
[0034] FIGURE 4 is a perspective view of one embod-
iment of a strut number identifier of a programmable tool
for external fixator strut length adjustment. In operation,
the programmable tool 10 is used to adjust a strut 52
separating a first (not shown) and a second (not shown)
fixation rings. The strut 52 includes a strut adjustment
mechanism 58 adapted to fit the strut fitting 30 of the
programmable tool 10. The programmable tool 10 in-
cludes a housing 12 having a front and a back (not
shown). The shape of the housing 12 may be in any shape
and size convenient for use. The strut adjustment mech-
anism 58 includes an indention 60 that is adapted to fit
the strut fitting 30 to provide secure connection between
the strut 52 and the programmable tool 10. Each of the
specific strut 52 includes a strut specific RF transmitter
62 that contains the necessary information for the specific
strut 52. The programmable tool 10 includes a RF sensor
64 that receives the information from the RF transmitter
62 to identify the specific strut 52. The RF sensor 64 is
in communication with the microcontroller module (not
shown) and is used to automatically adjust the length of
the strut 52.
[0035] FIGURE 5 is a perspective view of another em-
bodiment of a strut number identifier of a programmable
tool for external fixator strut length adjustment. In this
embodiment, the programmable tool 10 is used to adjust
a strut 52 separating a first (not shown) and a second
(not shown) fixation rings. The strut 52 includes a strut
adjustment mechanism 58 adapted to fit the strut fitting
30 of the programmable tool 10. The strut adjustment
mechanism 58 includes an indention 60 that is adapted
to fit the strut fitting 30 to provide secure connection be-
tween the strut 52 and the programmable tool 10. Each
of the specific struts 52 includes a strut specific bar code
66 that contains the identification information for the spe-
cific strut 52. The programmable tool 10 includes a hous-
ing 12 having a front and a back (not shown). The shape
of the housing 12 may be in any shape and size conven-
ient for use. The programmable tool 10 includes a bar
code reader 68 that reads the information from the bar
code 66 to identify the specific strut 52. The bar code
reader 68 is in communication with the microcontroller
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module (not shown) and is used to automatically adjust
the length of the strut 52.
[0036] FIGURE 6 is a perspective view of another em-
bodiment of a strut number identifier of a programmable
tool for external fixator strut length adjustment. In this
embodiment, the programmable tool 10 is used to adjust
a strut 52 separating a first (not shown) and a second
(not shown) fixation rings. The strut 52 includes a strut
adjustment mechanism 58 adapted to fit the strut fitting
30 of the programmable tool 10. The strut adjustment
mechanism 58 includes an indention 60 that is adapted
to fit the strut fitting 30 to provide secure connection be-
tween the strut 52 and the programmable tool 10. The
strut 52 also includes an strut identification device 70 for
storing and providing strut identification information. The
indention 60 is adapted to include a first electrical contact
72 and/or a second electrical contact 74 connected to
the strut identification device 70. The first and second
contacts 72 and 74 engage corresponding electrical con-
tacts 76 and 78 of the programmable tool 10, respective-
ly. The programmable tool 10 includes the first electrical
contact 76 and the second contact 78 for receiving/read-
ing a signal from the strut identification device 70 via the
first and second contact 72 and 74. The programmable
tool 10 is in communication with the microcontroller mod-
ule (not shown) and is used to automatically adjust the
length of the strut 52.
[0037] FIGURE 7 is a perspective view of another em-
bodiment of a strut rotation encoder of a programmable
tool for external fixator strut length adjustment. In this
embodiment, the programmable tool 10 is used to adjust
a strut 52 separating a first (not shown) and a second
(not shown) fixation rings. The strut 52 includes a strut
adjustment mechanism 58 adapted to fit the strut fitting
30 of the programmable tool 10. The strut adjustment
mechanism 58 includes an indention 60 that is adapted
to fit the strut fitting 30 to provide secure connection be-
tween the strut 52 and the programmable tool 10. The
strut adjustment mechanism 58 includes a magnetic ring
80 about the indention 60 and the strut fitting 30 of the
programmable tool 10. The programmable tool 10 in-
cludes a housing 12 having a front and a back (not
shown). The shape of the housing 12 may be in any shape
and size convenient for use. The programmable tool 10
includes a magnetic feedback sensor 82, which allows
monitoring of the number of turns made by the strut ad-
justment mechanism 58. Since the number of turns can
be correlated to the amount of length adjustment, corre-
sponding change in length of the strut 52 can be deter-
mined.
[0038] FIGURE 8 is a perspective view of one embod-
iment of a digital ruler (FIG. 8A) of a programmable tool
for external fixator strut length adjustment and a method
of strut length measurement using a digital ruler (FIG.
8B).
[0039] FIGURE 8A is an image of another embodi-
ment, the programmable tool 10 used to adjust a strut
(not shown) to separate a first (not shown) and a second

(not shown) fixation rings. The programmable tool 10 in-
cludes a housing 12 having a front and a back (not
shown). The housing 12 may have a variety of connec-
tions ports, connectors, displays and controls (not
shown). The housing 12 also has one or more data ports
(not shown) that allow communication between the pro-
grammable tool 10 and an external source, e.g., compu-
ter, etc (not shown). The housing 12 includes a display
(not shown) which may display various types of informa-
tion. The housing 12 also includes a control board (not
shown) that has various controls to allow the user to op-
erate various functions of the programmable tool 10. The
control board (not shown) may also include an on/off
switch (not shown) that may be used to operate the pro-
grammable tool 10. The housing 12 has a rotating shaft
(not shown) that extends from the housing 12 and termi-
nates in a strut fitting (not shown) that allows the connec-
tion of the programmable tool 10 to an external fixation
strut. The rotating shaft (not shown) may be enclosed in
a separate covering leaving only the strut fitting (not
shown) exposed and accessible, while protecting the ac-
tual rotating shaft (not shown). The programmable tool
10 includes a measuring device 84 to measure the dis-
tance between the first strut fitting 30 and a second strut
fitting 86 attached to a second strut fitting housing 88 that
is separated by a measuring segment 90. The program-
mable tool 10 is calibrated to allow the measuring device
84 to measure the length of the measuring segment 90
and in turn the distance separating the first strut fitting
30 and the second strut fitting 86. The distance may be
displayed on a display 92 and/or transmitted to the pro-
grammable tool 10 for automatic adjustment of the strut
(not shown).
[0040] FIGURE 8B is an image of a programmable tool
10 in operation. The programmable tool 10 used to adjust
a strut 52 to move a first fixation ring 56 relative to a
second fixation ring 54. The programmable tool 10 in-
cludes a housing 12 having a front and a back (not
shown). The housing 12 has a first strut fitting 30 that
allows the connection of the programmable tool 10 to a
first ball joint 94 of an external fixation strut 52. The pro-
grammable tool 10 includes a measuring device 84 to
measure the distance between the first strut fitting 30 and
a second strut fitting 86 that is separated by a measuring
segment 90; the second strut fitting 86 is attached to a
second strut fitting housing 88. The second strut fitting
86 fits a second ball joint 96 of an external fixation strut
52. The programmable tool 10 is calibrated to allow the
measuring device 84 to measure the length of the meas-
uring segment 90 and in turn the distance separating the
first ball joint 94 and the second ball joint 96 and, there-
fore, the distance separating the first fixation ring 56 and
the second fixation ring 54. The distance may be dis-
played on a display 92 and/or transmitted to the program-
mable tool 10 for automatic adjustment of the strut (not
shown).
[0041] To facilitate the understanding of this applica-
tion, a number of terms are defined below. Terms defined
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herein have meanings commonly understood by a per-
son of ordinary skill in the areas relevant to the present
application. Terms such as "a", "an" and "the" are not
intended to refer to only a singular entity, but include the
general class of which a specific example may be used
for illustration. The terminology herein is used to describe
specific embodiments of the disclosure, but their usage
does not delimit the disclosure, except as outlined in the
claims.
[0042] Referring to Figure 9, a method is described for
adjusting the orientation of a first external support mem-
ber relative to a second external support member, in
which a plurality of adjustable struts connect the first and
second external support members. The method includes
providing a programmable tool, which can be any tool
described in the present application. In some embodi-
ments, the programmable tool comprises a controller 100
in electrical communication with a memory unit 102 and
an actuator 104. The actuator 104 is operable to engage
the plurality of adjustable struts and adjust the length of
the plurality of adjustable struts. In some embodiment,
the actuator 104 is operable to engage and rotate a ro-
tatable adjustment mechanism 112 of the struts to effect
the desired length adjustment. The rotatable adjustment
mechanism 112 can include any adjustment mechanism
described in or modified in accordance to the present
disclosure. The method further includes storing, in the
memory unit 102, instructions 106 for adjusting the length
of each of the plurality of adjustable struts to a desired
length. In some embodiments, the instructions 106 in-
cludes a prescription table for bone realignment. The
method further includes receiving identification informa-
tion 108 corresponding to the first adjustable strut. The
identification information 108 can include any information
that is described in the present disclosure or known in
the art for uniquely identifying one strut from the other
struts. In some embodiments, the identification informa-
tion 108 is provided from a signal emitter in the strut to
a signal receiver 110 in the programmable tool. The meth-
od further includes retrieving, from the memory unit 102,
the instructions for adjusting the length of the identified
strut based on the identification information 108 and ac-
tivating the actuator 104 to adjust the length of the iden-
tified strut according to the retrieved instructions. As a
result the identified strut is adjusted to a desired length.
[0043] In some embodiments, the programmable tool
further includes a measuring device 118 for measuring
the length of the plurality of adjustable struts, and the
method further includes determining the length of the first
adjustable strut prior to and after adjusting the length of
the first adjustable strut and confirming that the first strut
has the desired length 114. In some embodiments, infor-
mation such as the desired strut length 114 or the change
in strut length 116 can be fed back to the controller 100
to be stored in the memory unit 102. In yet some other
embodiments, the feedback information stored in the
memory unit 102 could be used by a doctor or a user as
a record to verify that the instructions 106 have been

carried out or to update or optimize the instructions 106.
[0044] The present application provides a method and
a tool for incrementally adjusting the length of an external
fixator strut or other connection rod of an external fixation
device. The external fixation device may include a first
external fixator ring and a second external fixator ring
connected by one or more external fixator struts or con-
necting rods. In some embodiments, there are a plurality
of external fixator struts that include a first ball joint having
a first ball stud extending from a first ball that is at least
partially surrounded by a first ball cage. The first ball stud
attaches to an aperture in an outer or inner surface of
the external fixator ring or other external support. The
external fixation strut includes a strut housing comprising
an axial bore extending longitudinally from the ball cage
and an adjustment sleeve slidably fitted within the axial
bore of the strut housing and a sleeve fastener positioned
to secure the adjustment sleeve to the strut housing. The
adjustment sleeve adjusts coarse rapid longitudinal
movement with respect to the strut housing and an ad-
justment mechanism positioned at one end of the adjust-
ment sleeve and threadably connected to a threaded
elongated member. The adjustment mechanism gradu-
ally adjusts longitudinally the threaded elongated mem-
ber and a second ball joint connected to the threaded
elongated member. The second ball joint includes a sec-
ond ball stud extending from a second ball that is at least
partially surrounded by a second ball cage. The second
ball stud attaches to an aperture in an outer or inner sur-
face of the external fixator ring or other external support.
[0045] The present application includes a tool that can
incrementally adjust the overall end-to-end length of the
external fixator strut or other connection rod of an external
fixation device. The tool is adapted to engage the adjust-
ment mechanism of the external fixator strut and rotate
the adjustment mechanism the preprogrammed direction
and amount of turns to adjust the position of the threaded
elongated member relative to the adjustment mechanism
of the external fixator strut and thereby automatically ad-
just the overall end-to-end length of the external fixator
strut the prescribed amount.
[0046] The present application also includes a method
of incrementally adjusting the overall end-to-end length
of the external fixator strut or other connection rod of an
external fixation device by programming a programmable
tool with the direction and amount of external fixation
strut adjustment, engaging a programmable tool to the
adjustment mechanism of the strut and allowing the tool
to turn the adjustment mechanism of the strut in pre-pro-
grammed direction and on the pre-programmed amount
of adjustment. The tool is adapted to engage the adjust-
ment mechanism of the external fixator strut and rotate
the adjustment mechanism by the pre-programmed
amount of turns to adjust the position of the threaded
elongated member relative to the adjustment mechanism
of the external fixator strut. In some embodiments, the
tool includes a recognition mechanism for receiving iden-
tification information corresponding to the strut to be ad-
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justed, and automatically identifying the strut based on
the identification information. Upon recognizing the strut,
the tool is operable to automatically adjust the overall
end-to-end length of the external fixator strut the pre-
scribed amount.
[0047] In one embodiment, the tool has a housing, a
strut number identifier, a microcontroller with an internal
memory, a control board, a power source, a motor, a gear
box and a rotating shaft that engages an adjustment
mechanism of the external fixator strut. In operation, the
tool is positioned in or about the adjustment mechanism
of a first external fixator strut and activated. The tool
uniquely identifies the external fixator strut and retrieves
the direction and amount of length adjustment that should
be performed for this external fixator strut. In some em-
bodiments, the tool may be configured to identify and
control struts from more than one external fixation device.
The rotating shaft engages the adjustment mechanism
of the external fixator strut and rotates the adjustment
mechanism by the desired number of turns. The tool is
then re-positioned about the adjustment mechanism of
a second external fixator strut to repeat the process of
strut length adjustment until all external fixator struts are
adjusted.
[0048] The strut number identifier may include a variety
of mechanisms known to the skilled artisan. One com-
mon method of identification includes a radiofrequency
(RF) sensor that wirelessly communicates with a radio
frequency transmitter (RFID) located on the adjustment
mechanism of the external fixator strut. Another strut
number identifier may include a bar code reader that
counts a specific number of grooves on the adjustment
mechanism of the external fixator strut or communicates
with magnetic strip located on the adjustment mechanism
of the external fixator strut. In another embodiment, strut
number identifier includes a sensor that receives infor-
mation from a touch memory button located on the ad-
justment mechanism of the external fixator strut. Another
embodiment of the present disclosure provides that the
strut number is determined manually and allow the tool
to engage the adjustment mechanism and rotates the
adjustment mechanism on the desired number of turns.
[0049] The present application also provides a micro-
controller for the strut adjustment tool to handle the op-
erations and computations and an internal memory stor-
age unit to store struts adjustment related data and other
necessary records. The memory storage unit may be in
the form of a non-volatile memory, magnetic memory,
read only memory (ROM), electrically erasable and pro-
grammable read only memory (EEPROM) or firmware.
[0050] The present application also provides a control
board with e.g., a display, a speaker and several control
buttons to handle the operations and communication with
the patient to perform an external fixator strut’s adjust-
ment with the programmable adjustment tool. For exam-
ple, the present disclosure may include a control board
with a tool mode control button that allows switching be-
tween reading and adjustment modes. In addition, the

present disclosure may provide with different visual, au-
dio, vibration and other signals indicating the status of
the adjustment tool (e.g., start signal after strut number
identification, adjustment end signal after completion of
each length adjustment of the strut, battery recharge sig-
nal, emergency signal, adjustment time reminder and so
forth).
[0051] The tool may be internally powered by a re-
chargeable battery connected to an external power
source (AC, DC, Solar and so forth) through power supply
connectors located on the housing of the tool.
[0052] The tool may include a geared motor as well as
other means to incrementally adjust the overall end-to-
end length of the external fixator strut or other connection
rod of an external fixation device. For example, the tool
may provide electromagnetic impulses to push the elon-
gating member of the strut out of the strut housing. The
tool may also have a shape-memory alloy string to push
the elongating member of the strut out of the strut hous-
ing.
[0053] The tool may also include a data port (e.g., USB
connector) or a wireless communication port (blue tooth,
WiFi, IR, RF, and so forth). Using the data port or wireless
communication port, the tool may be connected to data
storage (e.g., a memory stick) or to a computer to down-
load the information on prescribed direction and amount
of length adjustments for each external fixator strut. In
addition, this data transfer may be bi-directional to allow
the downloading of specific strut length adjustment pa-
rameters (e.g., an actual time of strut adjustment, actual
amount of strut adjustment, etc.) that were stored on the
internal memory of the tool to memory storage or com-
puter.
[0054] The present application may include a device
for indicating the actual number of turns the rotating shaft
of the tool performed during each adjustment. For exam-
ple, the adjustment tool may include a rotational shaft
encoder or other feedback sensor that counts the number
of turns of the rotating shaft of the tool.
[0055] The present application may also include a de-
vice and method for indicating the actual number of turns
the adjustment mechanism of the external fixator strut
performed during each adjustment. For example, the ad-
justment tool may include a magnetic feedback sensor
communicating with magnetic ring transmitter located on
the adjustment mechanism of the external fixator strut
that counts the number of turns of the adjustment mech-
anism of the external fixator strut.
[0056] In addition, the present application may also in-
clude a device and method for indicating the overall
length of the external fixator strut. For example, the
present disclosure may include a digital ruler or feedback
sensor to determine the overall length and/or length ad-
justment amount of the external fixator strut.
[0057] In addition, the present application may also in-
clude a device and method for indicating the resistance
during the adjustment of the external fixator strut. For
example, the present application may include a feedback
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torque measurement sensor to monitor resistance during
the adjustments of the external fixator strut and provide
a turning profile.
[0058] The programmable adjustment tool may be in
the form of a wrench, a clip or similar device that allows
the contacting of the tool with the adjustment mechanism
of the external fixator strut so that the tool is secured to
the external fixator strut by itself.
[0059] In addition to or instead of the displays, an elec-
trical sensor may be provided which generates a signal
when the specified target adjustment is obtained. The
present application includes conventional displays and
alarms in combination to be activated upon attaining a
specified target adjustment. The use and arrangement
of these displays and alarms in handheld tools are con-
ventionally known to be simple, functionally reliable, and
inexpensive. For example, a display can be mechanically
activated in a conventional manner, e.g., by an axially
movable pin, a pivotably movably mounted bar, etc. Ad-
ditionally or alternatively, an electrical sensor can be
used in a conventional manner to generate a signal when
the specified target adjustment is obtained. Signals from
the electronic sensor are evaluated in a known manner
by an electronic circuit in order to trigger conventional
acoustic or optical devices when the target torque is ob-
tained.

Claims

1. A programmable tool (10) operable to adjust an ex-
ternal fixation strut (52) having a rotatable adjust-
ment mechanism (58) for length adjustments and a
strut identifier (62) operable to provide a signal that
identifies the external fixation strut (52), the program-
mable tool (10) comprising:

a housing (12);
a power supply (36) disposed in the housing
(12);
a data port (18) disposed at least partially within
the housing (12), the data port (18) operable to
receive instructions for adjusting the external fix-
ation strut;
a signal-sensor (26) disposed at least partially
within the housing (12), the signal-sensor (26)
operable to receive the signal from the strut iden-
tifier (62);
a motor (38) disposed within the housing (12);
and
an output shaft (28, 40) driven by the motor (38),
the output shaft (40) comprising a strut fitting
(30) adapted to engage and rotate the rotatable
adjustment mechanism (58) of the external fix-
ation strut;
a controller (100) in electrical communication
with the data port (18), the signal-sensor, the
power supply (36) and the motor; and

a memory unit (102) in electrical communication
with the controller (100), the memory unit oper-
able to store data, wherein
the controller (100) is configured to retrieve, from
the memory unit (102), instructions for adjusting
a length of the external fixation strut (52) based
on the signal received from the strut identifier by
the signal-sensor, and to activate the motor to
adjust the length of the external fixation strut ac-
cording to the retrieved instructions.

2. The tool of claim 1, wherein:

the output shaft comprises a first output shaft
(40) a second output shaft and a rotating shaft
(28);
the tool (10) comprises a gear box (42) compris-
ing one or more sets of gears driven by the first
output shaft (40), wherein the one or more sets
of gears drive the second output shaft; and
the rotating shaft (28) is coupled to the second
output shaft, the rotating shaft (28) comprising
the strut fitting (30).

3. The tool of claim 1 or of claim 2, further comprising
a display (20) in electrical communication with the
controller (100).

4. The tool of claim 3, wherein the display (20) com-
prises a LCD display, a LED display, an array of
LEDs, a speaker, a multi-tone generator, a commu-
nication interface or a combination thereof.

5. The tool of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the data port
comprises a USB port, an RS232 port, a modem
port, cellular modem, a Wi-Fi module, a Bluetooth
module, an IR module, an RF module, an RFID mod-
ule or combination thereof.

6. The tool of claim 1, or claim 2, wherein the signal-
sensor comprises a barcode reader, a Bluetooth re-
ceiver, an IR receiver, an RF receiver, an RFID re-
ceiver, magnetic decoder or combination thereof.

7. The tool of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the power
supply (36) comprises a battery, a DC source, a AC
source or a combination thereof.

8. The tool of claim 1 or claim 2 wherein the power
supply (36) comprises a rechargeable battery and a
connection port for connection to a DC source, a AC
source or a combination thereof.

9. The tool of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the controller
(100) comprises a microcontroller, a microcomputer,
a programmable logic array, or an application spe-
cific integrated circuit under the control of a software
program.
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10. The tool of claim 1 or claim 2, further comprising a
control panel (22) in electrical communication with
the controller (100), the control panel (22) operable
to input control signals for one or more operations
of the programmable tool.

11. The tool of claim 1, further comprising a gear box
(42), a clutch or both coupling the output shaft (40)
and the motor (38).

Patentansprüche

1. Ein programmierbares Werkzeug (10), das dazu
dient, eine externe Fixierstrebe (52) einzustellen, die
einen rotierbaren Einstellmechanismus (58) für Län-
genverstellungen und einen Strebenidentifikator
(62) aufweist, der dazu dient, ein Signal zu liefern,
welches die externe Fixierstrebe (52) identifiziert,
wobei das programmierbare Werkzeug (10) Folgen-
des umfasst:

ein Gehäuse (12);
eine Spannungsquelle (36), die im Gehäuse
(12) angeordnet ist;
eine Datenschnittstelle (18), die zumindest teil-
weise innerhalb des Gehäuses (12) angeordnet
ist, wobei die Datenschnittstelle (18) die Funk-
tion hat, Anweisungen zur Einstellung der exter-
nen Fixierstrebe zu erhalten;
einen Signalsensor (26), der zumindest teilwei-
se innerhalb des Gehäuses (12) angeordnet ist,
wobei der Signalsensor (26) dazu dient, das Si-
gnal vom Strebenidentifikator (62) zu empfan-
gen;
einen Motor (38), der innerhalb des Gehäuses
(12) angeordnet ist; und
eine Abtriebswelle (28, 40), die von dem Motor
(38) angetrieben wird, wobei die Abtriebswelle
(40) ein Streben-Anschlussstück (30) umfasst,
das adaptiert ist, um in den rotierbaren Einstell-
mechanismus (58) der externen Fixierstrebe
einzugreifen und diesen zu rotieren;
eine Steuerung (100) in elektrischer Verbindung
mit der Datenschnittstelle (18) dem Signalsen-
sor, der Spannungsquelle (36) und dem Motor;
und
eine Speichereinheit (102) in elektrischer Ver-
bindung mit der Steuerung (100), wobei die
Speichereinheit zur Speicherung von Daten
dient, worin
die Steuerung (100) konfiguriert ist, um von der
Speichereinheit (102) Anweisungen zur Einstel-
lung einer Länge der externen Fixierstrebe (52)
basierend auf dem Signal, das der Signalsensor
vom Strebenidentifikator empfängt, abzurufen
und den Motor zu aktivieren, sodass er die Län-
ge der externen Fixierstrebe entsprechend den

abgerufenen Anweisungen einstellt.

2. Das Werkzeug von Anspruch 1, worin:

die Abtriebswelle eine erste Abtriebswelle (40),
eine zweite Abtriebswelle und eine rotierende
Welle (28) umfasst;
das Werkzeug (10) einen Getriebekasten (42)
umfasst, der ein oder mehrere Getriebe bein-
haltet, welche von der ersten Abtriebswelle (40)
angetrieben werden, wobei das eine oder meh-
rere Getriebe die zweite Abtriebswelle antrei-
ben; und
die rotierende Welle (28) an die zweite Abtriebs-
welle gekoppelt ist, wobei die rotierende Welle
(28) das Streben-Anschlussstück (30) umfasst.

3. Das Werkzeug von Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2,
das überdies eine Anzeige (20) in elektrischer Ver-
bindung mit der Steuerung (100) umfasst.

4. Das Werkzeug von Anspruch 3, worin die Anzeige
(20) ein LCD-Display, ein LED-Display, eine aggre-
gierte Schaltung mehrerer LEDs, einen Lautspre-
cher, einen Mehrtongenerator, eine Kommunikati-
onsschnittstelle oder eine Kombination davon um-
fasst.

5. Das Werkzeug von Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2,
worin die Datenschnittstelle eine USB-Schnittstelle,
eine RS232-Schnittstelle, einen Modemanschluss,
ein Funkmodem, ein Wi-Fi-Modul, ein Bluetooth-Mo-
dul, ein IR-Modul, ein RF-Modul, ein RFID-Modul
oder eine Kombination davon umfasst.

6. Das Werkzeug von Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2,
worin der Signalsensor einen Barcodeleser, einen
Bluetooth-Empfänger, einen IR-Empfänger, einen
RF-Empfänger, einen RFID-Empfänger, einen ma-
gnetischen Decoder oder eine Kombination davon
umfasst.

7. Das Werkzeug von Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2,
worin die Spannungsquelle (36) eine Batterie, eine
Gleichstromquelle, eine Wechselstromquelle oder
eine Kombination davon umfasst.

8. Das Werkzeug von Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2,
worin die Spannungsquelle (36) eine wiederauflad-
bare Batterie und eine Schnittstelle für den An-
schluss an eine Gleichstromquelle, eine Wechsel-
stromquelle oder einer Kombination davon umfasst.

9. Das Werkzeug von Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2,
worin die Steuerung (100) einen Mikrocontroller, ei-
nen Mikrocomputer, ein programmierbares Logik-
feld oder eine anwendungsspezifische integrierte
Schaltung, die von einem Computerprogramm ge-
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steuert wird, umfasst.

10. Das Werkzeug von Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2,
das überdies ein Bedienfeld (22) umfasst, welches
in elektrischer Verbindung mit der Steuerung (100)
steht, wobei das Bedienfeld (22) dazu dient, Steu-
ersignale für einen oder mehrere Arbeitsvorgänge
des programmierbaren Werkzeugs einzugeben.

11. Das Werkzeug von Anspruch 1, das überdies einen
Getriebekasten (42), eine Kupplung oder beides um-
fasst, um die Abtriebswelle (40) mit dem Motor (38)
zu verbinden.

Revendications

1. Outil programmable (10) actionnable pour ajuster
une entretoise de fixation externe (52) comportant
un mécanisme rotatif de réglage (58) pour le réglage
de la longueur et un identificateur d’entretoise (62)
pouvant fonctionner pour fournir un signal qui iden-
tifie l’entretoise de fixation externe (52), l’outil pro-
grammable (10) comprenant :

un boîtier (12) ;
une alimentation électrique (36) disposée dans
le boîtier (12) ;
un port de données (18) disposé au moins par-
tiellement à l’intérieur du boîtier (12),
le port de données (18) pouvant fonctionner
pour recevoir des instructions de réglage de l’en-
tretoise de fixation externe ;
un capteur de signal (26) disposé au moins par-
tiellement à l’intérieur du boîtier (12), le capteur
de signal (26) pouvant fonctionner pour recevoir
le signal provenant de l’identificateur d’entretoi-
se (62) ;
un moteur (38) disposé dans le boîtier (12), et
un arbre de sortie (28, 40) entraîné par le moteur
(38), l’arbre de sortie (40) comprenant un rac-
cord d’entretoise (30) adapté pour engager et
faire pivoter le mécanisme de réglage rotatif (58)
de l’entretoise de fixation externe ;
un contrôleur (100) en communication électri-
que avec le port de données (18), le capteur de
signal, l’alimentation électrique (36) et le mo-
teur, et
une unité de mémoire (102) en communication
électrique avec le contrôleur (100), l’unité de
mémoire pouvant fonctionner pour stocker des
données, dans lequel
le contrôleur (100) est configuré pour extraire,
à partir de l’unité de mémoire (102), des instruc-
tions pour ajuster une longueur de l’entretoise
de fixation externe (52) selon le signal reçu à
partir de l’identificateur d’entretoise par le cap-
teur de signal, et pour activer le moteur afin

d’ajuster la longueur de l’entretoise de fixation
externe selon les instructions récupérées.

2. Outil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

l’arbre de sortie comprend un premier arbre de
sortie (40), un second arbre de sortie et un arbre
rotatif (28) ;
l’outil (10) comprend une boîte d’engrenages
(42) comprenant un ou plusieurs ensembles
d’engrenages entraînés par le premier arbre de
sortie (40), dans lequel un ou plusieurs ensem-
bles d’engrenages entraînent le deuxième arbre
de sortie, et
l’arbre rotatif (28) est couplé au deuxième arbre
de sortie, l’arbre rotatif (28) comprenant le rac-
cord d’entretoise (30).

3. Outil selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2,
comprenant en outre un affichage (20) en commu-
nication électrique avec le contrôleur (100).

4. Outil selon la revendication 3, dans lequel l’affichage
(20) comprend un écran LCD, un écran LED, une
rangée de LED, un haut-parleur, un générateur mul-
tivoies, une interface de communication ou une com-
binaison de ceux-ci.

5. Outil selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2,
dans lequel le port de données comprend un port
USB, un port RS232, un port de modem, un modem
cellulaire, un module Wi-Fi, un module Bluetooth, un
module infrarouge, un module RF, un module RFID
ou une combinaison de ceux-ci.

6. Outil selon la revendication 1, ou la revendication 2,
dans lequel le capteur de signal comprend un lecteur
de code barres, un récepteur Bluetooth, un récepteur
infrarouge, un récepteur RF, un récepteur RFID, un
décodeur magnétique ou une combinaison de ceux-
ci.

7. Outil selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2,
dans lequel le bloc d’alimentation (36) comprend une
batterie, une source de courant continu, une source
de courant alternatif ou une combinaison de ceux-ci.

8. Outil selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2,
dans lequel le bloc d’alimentation (36) comprend une
batterie rechargeable et un port de connexion pour
la connexion à une source de courant continu, une
source de courant alternatif ou une combinaison de
celles-ci.

9. Outil selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2,
dans lequel le contrôleur (100) comprend un micro-
contrôleur, un microprocesseur, un réseau logique
programmable, ou un circuit intégré spécifique à l’ap-
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plication sous le contrôle d’un programme logiciel.

10. Outil selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2,
comprenant en outre un panneau de commande (22)
en communication électrique avec le contrôleur
(100), le panneau de commande (22) pouvant fonc-
tionner à des signaux de commande d’entrée pour
une ou plusieurs opérations de l’outil programmable.

11. Outil selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre
une boîte d’engrenages (42), un embrayage ou ac-
couplement à la fois l’arbre de sortie (40) et le moteur
(38).
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